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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper unifies and establishes the equivalence of two independent theoretical developments (i). the atomic coherent-state representation' in the field of quantum optics and (ii) the use of the state multipoles' in the study of the propexties of radiation emitted by atomic or nuclear systems. The atomic coherent-state representation has been used with great success in the study of the cooperative phenomena' in atomic systems, such as suyerradiance' and resonance fluorescence' from a collection of atoms. The 
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( 2.4) vanishes if m, +m~+m, «&0. Next we expand P(8, P) in spherical harmonics (2.6)
We will now show that the function fKQ is proportional to Y»«/8, (())}:
hen (2.2) reduces to To prove (2.6) we first note the relation'
In the special case when 0 =j, n'-n'-, m =j,n =-j, the relation (2.7) on simplification leads to (2.8)
In deriving (2.10) we have used the following expression for spherical harmonics" (2.10)
The reLation (2.6) now follows by using the identity (2.10}in (2.3).
On using (2.6) and the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics, we find that ( T» Q (t") T»Q(t) T» Q (t )) Q g» Q, (t& t')(T» q (t") T» Q (t') T» q (t')), t) t') t" . By successive use of the relations of the type (5.2) and the product relation (4.3) one can reduce the n-time correlation function to the one-time expectation values which are determined from (5.1). The function g»qq, plays the role of Green's function for the difference differential Eq. (4.10). We now give some examples of the calculation of multitime correlation functions. Let us consider the correlation which determines the spectrum of the radiation scattered by a cooperative system X(r) =(~()~r-(0)) (T' ( ) J (0)). 
